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OCTOBER SECURITY SUMMARY

Records of reported LRA attacks during October 2011 revealed 
an unprecedented reduction of violence against civilians, with LRA 
forces reportedly having killed 0 and abducted 3 civilians. This marks 
the lowest levels of killings and abductions per month seen in the 
last 23 months from its peak at the Makombo Massacre in Decem-
ber 2009.

Of 11 reported LRA attacks in October, all reportedly took place in 
Haut Uele, Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), with none re-
ported in Central African Republic (CAR) or South Sudan (S. Sudan).

In a reversal of previous months’ wide dispersal of attacks, all re-
ported attacks for the month of October took place within 110km 
of one another due west of Garamba National Forest in DRC.

21 returnees were recorded in October, with 17 individuals released 
in a single incident in Nagbangili, just north of Duru, DRC on 9 
October.
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KEY
DATE | COMMUNITY, PROVINCE
Incident Description 
[Incident Rating: Confidence in incident accuracy from 1 - 5, 
LRA Rating: Confidence in LRA involvement at Low, Medium or High]

DRC
1 OCT | NAPOPO, HAUT UELE
4 reported armed and uniformed LRA were sighted near Napopo. These sus-
pected LRA reportedly looted a large amount of goods from two homes and 
then set fire to each of the structures. [3, Low]

3-4 OCT | MBIANGU, HAUT UELE
2 motorcyclists and 1 bicyclist were reportedly ambushed by uniformed LRA 
forces near Mbiangu. The bicyclist was abducted and the motorcyclists released 
immediately.  All goods, with the exception of the motorcycle and fuel can, were 
looted from the scene. The next day the bicyclist was released and is now in 
Bangadi. [4, Medium]

9 OCT | BANGADI, HAUT UELE
An unknown number of LRA reportedly looted food and household goods from 
a community in Bangadi. Security forces fled from the scene. Over 300 people 
spent the night in the center of the city because of fear of further LRA activity. 
[4, Low]

9 OCT | KILIWA, HAUT UELE
A 15 year-old girl reportedly escaped LRA forces on 9 October after being in 
captivity for two months. She escaped when 3 LRA combatants were sleeping and 
is now in Kiliwa. [4, N/A]

9 OCT | NAGBANGILI | HAUT UELE
The LRA reportedly released 17 women and children in Nagbangili, just north 
of Duru. 3 out of the 7 returned women are pregnant. The youngest child in the 
group is 7 months old and the oldest is 5 years old. [4, N/A]

13 OCT | NANGO (NEAR NGILIMA), HAUT UELE
While traveling to Ngilima on motorcycle, 2 civilians were reportedly stopped by 
4 armed LRA forces in Nango. Leaving the motorcycle, the 2 people ran into the 
forest, escaping abduction. All of their goods were taken. [4, Low]

14 OCT | BANGADI, HAUT UELE
4 LRA reportedly abducted 2 young boys (10 and 12 years old) forcing them to 

lead the way through the community away from security force positions. They 
were released 3 hours later after showing the LRA a shortcut away from security 
force positions in Bangadi. [3, Medium]

15 OCT | MAGBANGA, HAUT UELE
2 hunters, accompanied by 1 security force element, went hunting near Mag-
banga. They were reportedly attacked by possible LRA wearing old security force 
uniforms. The suspected LRA shot at them, but all three were able to escape. [3, 
Low]

17 OCT | WAWE, HAUT UELE
Suspected LRA attacked a household of fishermen in Wawe. This incident took 
place 3 days after LRA looted a couple in the same community. No details on the 
outcome of the attack. [2, Low]

19 OCT | NAPOPO, HAUT UELE
50 LRA were seen crossing a road near the town of Napopo, 14km SE of Bangadi. 
They were reportedly moving in the direction of the Mbuele River. Most were 
women and children, but some combatants carrying weapons were seen, as well.
[4, High]

20 OCT | KILIWA (TOGO), HAUT UELE
As 3 cyclists passed through Kiliwa, 3 armed and uniformed LRA reportedly 
stopped them. The cyclists ran, but 1 LRA threw a large stone toward them, hit-
ting one man in the hip and causing him to collapse. The cyclists escaped, but LRA 
forces looted all goods. [3, Low]

24 OCT | BADOLO, HAUT UELE
Suspected LRA reportedly attacked and looted the community of Badolo causing 
civilians to temporarily displace to Bangadi. [3, Low]

27 OCT | NAPOPO, HAUT UELE
A 25 year old man was injured after a bullet grazed his left hand in Napopo. Sus-
pected LRA fired the bullet. [3, Low]

27 OCT | MALINGBUNDU, HAUT UELE
While making palm oil in their field in Malingbundu, 2 men were attacked by 3 
suspected LRA reportedly wearing dirty uniforms. While running away, the LRA 
fired at them and shot both men -- 1 in the arm and 1 in the pelvis. [3, Low]

27 OCT | NAPOPO, HAUT UELE
A man traveling by bicycle was reportedly approached by 3 suspected, uniformed 
LRA near Napopo. The man was able to run away, but was shot and wounded. 
LRA reportedly stole all of his goods except the bicycle. [3, Low]
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ABOUT THE LRA CRISIS TRACKER
Data reflected in this brief was collected as part of the Invisible Children + Resolve 
LRA Crisis Tracker, a geospatial database and reporting project which  aims to 
track incidents of violent conflict in areas of Central Africa affected by  the Lord’s 
Resistance Army. Through publication of regular reports and open-source sharing 
of collected data, the LRA Crisis Tracker seeks to help  overcome the current 
deficit of relevant and timely information related to the LRA crisis and to support 
improved policy and humanitarian responses.

For a real-time, geospatial look at LRA activity, or to download the data found 
within the Monthly Security Brief please visit the LRA Crisis Tracker Map at: 
LRACrisisTracker.theResolve.org

METHODOLOGY
For more detailed information regarding data verification, data sourcing and key 
definitions utilized to create the Monthly Security Brief, please refer to the LRA 
Crisis Tracker Security Brief Methodology at LRACrisisTracker.theResolve.org.

ABOUT RESOLVE
Resolve is a Washington D.C.-based advocacy organization seeking to move U.S. 
and international political leaders to take the actions needed to see a permanent 
end to the violence of the Lord’s Resistance Army in Central Africa and justice to 
LRA-affected communities. Learn more at theresolve.org.

ABOUT INVISIBLE CHILDREN
Invisible Children is an international NGO working to assist communities in LRA-
affected areas of Central Africa by expanding community-based early warning sys-
tems, reaching out to potential LRA defectors and affected communities through 
FM radio, and rehabilitating formerly-abducted children. Learn more at invisible-
children.com.

CONTACT
In the interest of continually improving the LRA Crisis Tracker dataset, LRA Crisis 
Tracker project administrators welcome feedback and new sources of current or 
historical reports of LRA activity.  To contact administrators please email LRACri-
sisTracker@theresolve.org.
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